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▶ Player Information ◀
The crew is summoned to HardGrind, a braindance club 
located on the east side of the Upper Marina. The club 
has two bouncers, both experienced Solos. The front of the 
establishment has been renovated. Inside there is a modest 
crowd of Execs on couches plugged into Braindance boxes. 
There is a counter off to the left where a man wearing a very 
tight butler’s outfit points to the back of the club. Maximum, 
the club’s owner, is sitting on a black pleather couch, and 
next to him is a very large brown bear polishing a shotgun. 
At closer glance, the bear has a set of glowing green 
cyber-eyes. Maximum explains to the crew that some slag 
is flatlining people using ‘snuff’ BDs. He wants them to hit 
the streets and shake down the black market chippers until 
the person responsible is found. He suggests starting with 
Mr. Gazm.

Mr. Gazm is due to pop up at a nearby Night Market.

▶ Gamemaster Notes ◀
The Night Market is in a parking garage and opens at 1am. 
There are a bunch of small cars (Use Compact Ground 
Cars) parked in a circle with their open trunks facing one 
another. There are three Solos standing guard (Use Security 
Operative; Replace Poor Quality Assault Rifle with one 
shotgun for one and Heavy SMGs for the other two, Replace 
Kevlar with Light Armorjack for all). The whole scene would 
be discreet but one of the cars has their speakers blasting out 
some hardcore jams. The base is cranked so loud that the 
vibrations can be felt throughout the garage.

Mr. Gazm is easy to spot. He’s a skinny dude decked out 
in a light jacket decorated in female and male genitalia. 
One thing is for certain; Mr. Gazm has good rhythm and 
shows it with his dance moves between sales. There are 
1d6 customers at any time coming and going from the 
Night Market. The crew can talk to Mr. Gazm in front 
of everyone or ask to talk to him privately. For the right 
amount of eb (Bribery DV15), the conversation can be 
private; otherwise, he will suggest that it be kept out in the 
open. When the crew mentions ‘snuff’ BDs he will quickly 
pull them around to the front of his car and tell them to 
keep it down. Mr. Gazm is insistent that he isn’t dealing in 
‘snuff’ Braindance chips. It must be all naked, all shag for 
him to even consider buying. He has heard some whispers 
on the message boards about a guy who does deal in 
‘snuff’ chips. The guy’s handle is Satan.

The Netrunner will can hit the Data Pool or their contacts 
and try to find Satan. The message boards are loaded 
with references of ‘Satan’, but mostly in the biblical sense 
(Library Search DV15 to find the right one). The Satan the 
crew is looking for will be found on the ‘Chrome Zombi’ 
message board. A user by the handle of Satan is paying 

big bucks for recorded near-death experiences (50eb per 
minute of experience). Anyone interested can message 
Satan with their contact info.

The crew can set up a sting operation to draw out Satan. 
If they leave contact information, the crew gets a message 
explaining that the meet is only good for one person, 
no others. That means someone has to be bait. There are 
plenty of needy people that will gladly play bait for 10eb. 
The meeting is set up just after 3am in an empty lot near a 
construction site. The lot is wide open so there aren’t many 
places to hide that are close to the meeting point. The bait 
stands around for about fifteen minutes before a large black 
hauler pulls up. There are no markings on it. There is a side 
door to the trailer, which opens. A voice from inside tells the 
bait to enter and the door shuts.

The door to the trailer is Thick Steel (50 HP) but the lock can 
be bypassed with an Electronics/Security Check DV 17. The 
hauler also has a NET Architecture that controls the door (see 
page 15).

When the players enter the trailer, they are blinded by a 
white light. As their eyes adjust, they see their bait sitting in 
a reclining chair that looks like something out of a medical 
office. The person is strapped down with their eyes pulled 
wide open by strange medical devices. Behind the bait is a 
man, all cybered out in archaic blades and Medtech gear 
(Use Cyberpsycho; Replace Cybersnake with Nasal Filters. 
Add Biomonitor and Agent). He introduces himself as Satan. 
He won’t put up a fight and he will let the bait go if asked. No 
matter if the crew puts up a fight or tries to leave, knockout 
gas will fill the interior (Use Sleep Elevator). If everyone gets 
knocked out Satan kills the bait, and the players will wake up 
on the side of the road. The body of the bait will be sitting on 
a nearby park bench.

If the crew takes out Satan or manages to subdue him, they 
will find a case of BD chips. Each is a Braindance ‘snuff’ expe-
rience. There is no ID on Satan and the vehicle’s registration 
data has been purged from any local records. 

If Satan is killed or if it looks as if he will lose the fight, 
a self-destruct system activates. There is a five second 
countdown and then anyone inside the trailer gets elec-
trocuted, taking 6d6 damage (Electronic/Security Tech 
Check DV29 to stop). The NET Architecture and any files 
are fried as well.

When the crew reports back to Maximum, he shells out ¾ 
of the agreed upon price. The characters don’t get the rest 
for another month, just in case Satan wasn’t the actual guy 
behind this or has partners.

SNUFF
11:59 AM

GOSSIP OPINION weather tech

lifestyle local business world

Weekly Weather
by Your Weather Balloon 

The week is looking good for the workers in the Rebuilding 
Urban Center. Sunny skies with highs in the 70s with nighttime 
lows in the 50s. Expect rain for Thursday with potential flooding 
in lower regions of Night City and the Hot Zone. Humidity will 
be uncomfortable for the end of the week and possible radia-
tion increases inside the Hot Zone for early next week. I’m Your 
Weather Balloon, for NC 141 Radio.

Link: The Dangers of Extreme Sun Exposure
Link: Your Weather Balloon

The Dangers of Unregulated PopMedia
by Ziggy 'Front' Page

PopMedia has been streaming into our homes for the last 
decade, but unregulated content has begun to appear. Shows 
like ‘Got Me!’ encourage show contestants playing tag to run 
into scenarios that only the most hardcore parkour enthusiast  
would even dare attempt. Meanwhile ThrillKill, a gang favor-
ite, has gangers rolling all over the city murdering innocent 
people while recording it. 

The police won’t touch PopMedia, and Corporations avoid 
speaking out because they fear loss of a substantial revenue 
stream. Ziggurat was asked about the programming and 
declined to comment. During the last ThrillKill tournament over 
sixty people were brutally murdered and the vid was a top 
Garden watch in the suburbs. Maybe it is a sign that people 
have truly lost their humanity.

Link: Don't Touch My PopMedia, Choomba
Link: Trauma Team Captain Murdered During Livestream

Biotechnica: Returning You to You
by Biotechnica

Were you injured in a horrific workplace accident and lost 
a limb? Don’t panic. Biotechnica can grow you a new one. 
Did you suffer from a flesh eating bacteria and need new 
muscles? Biotechnica can grow you new ones. Are you suf-
fering from organ failure? We’ve got you covered there too. 
Biotechnica cloned organs: Keeping you, you.

Link: More Information on Biotechnica Cloning
Link: Black Market Bodybanks Go Botique

Freeway Gang Activity Declines
by Angie Wu 3.2

Night City PD has reported that gang incidents have slowed 
down this week by 23% on the freeways, especially on State 
Highway 828 and I-5. These statistics might be skewed due to 
a lack of actual police presence along much of the freeway 
length. Some attribute the decrease to a series of Nomad and 
security force escorts that occurred on Monday. There is a 
consensus that gangers are less likely to prowl roadways used 
by large paramilitary units. Anyone planning to travel outside 
of Night City or to nearby blocks, now would be the time to 
do so safely.

Link: Nomad Convoy Leaves Trail of Dead GoGangers

Trauma Team Seeking Upgrade
from Ziggy 'Front' Page 

Trauma Team North America is no stranger to busting onto 
the scene of a Friday Night Firefight to save lives, but as 
weapon technology evolves, so must their gear. They have 
begun talks with TransGuard to purchase large quantities 
of TransGuard produced tactical body armor. While not 
available on the open market, the TransGuard armoring is 
much more durable and lighter than standard armorjack and 
comparable to Metalgear. The armor includes both ceramic 
plating and TransGuard Kevlar. Best of all the TransGuard 
Tactical Armor has been field tested and proven well worth 
the investment. Both parties hope to wrap up negotiations 
soon.

Link: Trauma Team North America
Link: TransGuard Reactive Kevlar
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The Data Pack booklet comes with the 6 new Screamsheet Adventures:

• Protect a block during the Bozos’ Hilaria 2045.

• Catch an arsonist during a Digital Divas concert.

• Find out who killed a Militech Exec’s daughter.

• When a Delta crashes in the Badlands, the cargo is anyone’s game.

• Track down a snuff chip dealer on The Street.

• Check out the newest reality show: Thrillkill!

Plus 6 “20 Things in Night City” lists to bring new people, places, and 
things to your game: 20 Freelancers of Night City, 10 Hotspots in Night 
City, 20 People in the Night City Subway, 20 Safehouses in Night City, 
20 Things in a Subdermal Pocket, and 20 Vendors at Mister K’s Market.

12 maps by the experts at Loke BattleMats and Monster Fight Club. You 
get them in PDF and JPG.

And new, 2-sided character sheets for Cyberpunk 
RED. In day and night mode, each with a form-fillable 

counterpart.


